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Hon Matthew Swinbourn MIC
Chair
Standing Committee on Environment and Public Affairs
Legislative Council Committee Office

env@parliament.wa.qov.au

PETITION NO 108 - STATE-OWNED ENERGY CORPORATIONS

Further to my letter of 1 April 2019, I am writing to advise that the Department of
Treasury has completed its review of the Expression of Interest (EOI) processes used
by State-owned energy corporations for power supply agreements. I enclose a copy of
the Review Report for your information.

In summary, Treasury s review concluded that the EOI process undertaken by Horizon
Power for power supply to the locality of Esperance was commercially appropriate and
consistent with Government Procurement Guidelines. Esperance Community Power
Project s submission, while innovative, presented an increased security of supply risk
for Horizon Power’s customers and Government.

I understand that Horizon Power has committed to early and ongoing community
engagement with each of the communities it serves, to ensure that communities have
an opportunity to play a part in future energy supply arrangements.

Yours sincerely

Hon Bill Johnston MLA
Minister for Mines and Petroleum; Energy; Industrial Relations
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Attachment 1

Expression of Interest process review

Purpose

This document is the outcome of a desktop review undertaken by the Department of
Treasury (Treasury) on the Expression of Interest (EOI) processes led by State-owned
energy corporations for power supply agreements. In its assessment, Treasury has
focussed on a recent EOI process undertaken by Horizon Power and Southern Ports
Authority for the supply of Esperance.

Background

a Horizon Power, with Southern Ports Authority (SPA), released a joint Expression of
Interest (EOI) on 3 September 2018 seeking a supply solution for long term
electricity supply for the town of Esperance.

« The required supply solution would service Esperance s residential and
commercial customers and supply Esperance Port, which is operated by SPA.

• The EOI has since been finalised and Horizon Power has now released a
Request for Tender (RFT) to shortlisted applicants.

Horizon Power requested that respondents address five criteria to demonstrate
capability and capacity to undertake the project.

a The criteria were designed to determine the capability of the respondent to deliver
a suitable generation solution. Each respondent was required to provide:

« details of the proposed solution, the understanding of the project requirements
and the project delivery approach;

• details of the company structure, along with associated personnel and
resources to be aligned with the project;

• evidence of experience delivering similar projects;

• evidence of health and safety measures, plans and history; and

• evidence of financial capacity to deliver the project, including audited financial
reports.

¦ As part of the terms of the EOI, both Horizon Power and SPA would enter into
individual power purchasing agreements (PPA) with the independent power
producer (IPP) for load requirements for a period of 15 years commencing
April 2022 with the option of two 5 year extensions.

b While Horizon Power was tasked with managing the EOI process, both Horizon
Power and SPA independently considered and assessed the EOI responses before
collaborating on further shortlisting of the preferred participants.

n To capture all potential market offerings, Horizon Power and SPA also released
EOls for the PPA separately using the same criteria and requirements.
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Esperasice Community Power Project s submission

B Esperance Community Power Project (ECPP) wrote to the Committee for
Environment and Public Affairs in February 2019 after being advised by
Horizon Power that ECPP s submission did not meet the EOI requirements.

a The ECPP s submission requested the Committee consider changes to
Horizon Power s EOI criteria. These requested changes are set out below with
Treasury’s commentary.

1. Allow community groups to participate in the EOI process.

EOI processes are open to all interested parties. Horizon Power held public
information sessions on the Esperance EOI process and provided information
detailing the criteria that parties needed to meet to be further considered in the
EOI process.

However, generation solutions also need to satisfy the criteria of safe, reliable
and affordable energy provision. This may mean that in some cases community
based solutions may not be able to satisfy the requirements outlined in the EOI.

2. Allow Incorporated Associations through to the procurement phase if they
could demonstrate future financial viability to develop and delive  a
hybrid  model.

Horizon Power indicated that it is willing to accept EOls from community groups.
However, these submissions must meet the qualitative criteria of the EOI before
the group will be considered at later stages of the tender process.

3. Require submissions to include a forecast of the community benefits and
taxpayer savings achieved via the proposed solution.

Community benefits and value for money outcomes are currently part of
Horizon Power’s broader considerations when reviewing EOls.

Horizon Power aims to achieve taxpayer savings by selecting the most
cost-effective supply option for all its remote and regional towns. Horizon Power
is also investigating how increased amounts of Distributed Energy Resources
(DER1) can be incorporated into its networks. Increased amounts of DER allows
Horizon Power to better size the on-demand generation plant to reduce
longer-term costs, which in turn assists in placing downward pressure on
Horizon Power’s subsidy requirements.

Treasury notes that Horizon Power’s EOI process was not designed to consider
financial benefits and that this would be addressed as part of the later Request
for Tender stage.

1 DER can consist of distributed solar and battery solutions.
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4. Accept only 100% renewable gene ation solution submissions.

The non-interconnected nature of the Esperance grid means that Horizon
Power is required to provide reserve capacity to ensure securit  of supply.

The 100% renewable generation solution proposed by ECPP is not currently
economically viable and presents an increased security of supply risk for
Horizon Power s customers.

Without generation that can be used on demand such as a gas or diesel power
plants, large commercial enterprises such as the Esperance Port would
experience consequential financial impacts resulting from power supply
disruptions.

5. Remove  take or pay  fossil fuel supply clauses from power purchase
agreements.

Removal of a reliable and cost-effective supply option from consideration
without offsetting policy settings would likely result in sub-optimal supply
outcomes and a financial outcome that is not currently commercially viable.

6. The ECPP also requested changes to legislation to allow community
cooperatives and locally owned power generation to contribute to CO2
emission reductions.

Treasury notes that the Committee does not have the authority to make
changes to Horizon Power or Synergy s EOI process or criteria.

Any changes to the EOI processes run by the energy corporations would require
a ministerial direction as it would affect Horizon Power’s mandate to act
commercially and may result in the State signing long-term contracts that
increase net debt relative to current estimates.

Best practice review

«* Treasury’s view is that the EOI criteria used by Horizon Power is suitable and is
designed to ensure a commercial outcome in line with Horizon Power’s requirement
to act in accordance with prudent commercial principles as set out in the
Electricity Corporations Act 2005 (the Act).

® To arrive at this view, Treasury undertook a comparison of similar EOI
processes delivered by government and commercial businesses across
industry within Australia and consulted with both Horizon Power, Synergy and
SPA.

• Treasury’s comparison found that the Horizon Power’s EOI criteria was broadly
consistent with other industry EOI processes. A summary of this comparison is
provided at Attachment 1.

® During consultation, Synergy noted that unless an explicit policy direction was
in place, submissions to an EOI would be viewed in a transparent, commercial
manner in line with its procurement standards and objectives.
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" The Department of Finance s government procurement policy and guide
(Procurement guide) sets out an overview of best practice for whole of government
procurement.

® The guide indicates that EOI processes, in addition to having consistent generic
criteria across government, should include specific criteria relevant to the type
of procurement being undertaken.

® Horizon Power s EOI process and criteria were consistent with the standards
set out in Procurement guide.

a The ECPP submission to Environment and Public Affairs Committee
(the Committee) notes that ECPP s recent exclusion from Horizon Power’s EOI on
the basis of its inability to meet criteria relating to organisational structure, project
experience, financial capacity, and health and safety.

• With the exception of health and safety, all criteria that the ECPP raised as being
onerous were consistently applied across the industry, as well as being
recommended in the Government Procurement Guide.

Risks of changing the EO! criteria

¦ Horizon Power’s procurement practise currently allows community groups to apply
to its EOls despite the claims made by the ECPP, however the applicant like all
other applicants, would still be required to meet the qualitative criteria.

* Horizon Power and Synergy have commercial and operational considerations when
determining the outcome of an EOI process. These include:

® the cost of supply;

• commercial counterparty risk;

• management and maintenance capability;

® length of the PPA term; and

• security of supply, in particular the ability of the proponent’s bid to meet reserve
capacity and meet changes in demand.

¦ Treasury notes that none of the above precludes commercially viable renewable
generation solutions.

Findings and recommendations

Treasury’s conclusion is that the EOI process run by Horizon Power and Southern
Ports Authority was commercially appropriate and consistent with Government
Procurement Guidelines and practice utilised by Synergy and other Government and
commercial enterprises across Australia. Both Horizon Power and Southern Ports
Authority independently reached similar conclusions following the EOI process.

Treasury notes that amending the EOI criteria carries substantial risk given the
departure from best practice and would require a Ministerial direction.
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Treasury recommends that for future power supply agreements the energy
corporations continue with the existing EOI process, but focus on early community
engagement to ensure the views of community groups like ECPP are considered when
developing a power supply solution.

Horizon Power has indicated that following feedback on the recent Esperance EOI
process, it is now seeking ongoing engagement with communities to ensure that both
Horizon Power and the community reach mutually beneficial solutions for future power
supply decisions. In light of this, ECPP is encouraged to engage with Horizon Power.
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Attachment 1

Comparison of EO! processes

HP Esperance

EOI Criteria
Interpretation

Horizon

Power EOI

ACT Dept of
Environment

Clim te Change,

Energy and
Water
(Solar PPA)

Perth

Energy
(Supply of
Electricity
Capacity
Credits &

LGCs)

Synergy
(procurement of
Capacity Credits,
electricity and
en ironmental

rights)

WA
Government

(Tendering for
services

Guide)

1. Proposed Project

Solution,

Understanding and

Delivery Approach

Thorough understanding of project and what is required to

deliver

Project detailed feasibility and Business Plan /

Proof of ability to deliver project in prescribed area

Counterparty contract risk S

Community benefits of project -/

Not owned or operated by the EOI issuer s

Demonstrate and justify technology used in proposal

Demonstrate environmental and economic benefits of

proposal

Outline location of project and projected timeframe for

delivery
s

Installed capacity s

Proposal asset useful life & assurance of capability to meet

reserve requirements
/

Outaqe and maintenance plans V

Operating costs per MWh and Indicative price per MWh Assessed as a criteria

during the Request

for Tender process

/

Indicate Fuel Type

Progress towards site tenure and other approvals required for

proposal
s V
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2. Organisational

Structure,

Personnel and

Resources

Organisational profile, key personnel and experience
y y

List of subcontractors to be used
y

Organisational Structure (corporate entity)
y y y y

3. Experience and

List of Comparable

Projects

History of other projects and their success in meeting

objectives
y y y y

History of deli ering similar projects y y y y y

Gaps in capability to meet requirements, and how it will it will

be handled
y y y

Referees y y

Capital cost of previous projects and their success against

budget
y y

Debt to equity ratio of previous project y y

Date project was completed y y

Role of respondent in operation of generation plant y

Other participants in operation of generation plant y

Operating duty (peaking, mid-merit or base) y

Installed capacity y

Current power purchase arrangements y

Experience in operating in an interconnected electricity

network
y y y y y

4. Safety & Risk

Mitigation

Historical safety performance y y

H&S Plans y y y

Sub-contractor safety management y

Sub-contractor safety performance reviews y
Risk mitigation plans y

Copies of quality certifications by accredited Australian body
y y

Copies of all relevant insurances y

Historical Environmental plans y y

Ownership structure y y y
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All contact details of interested parties V

Audited financials

Manaqement plans for other conflicting business activities

Any other conflicting business opportunities being pursued

and potential impact on project
V

Proposed level of EOI issuer contribution V

Demonstrate ability to finance the project & outline funding

strategy
V

5. Financial

Capacity The projected cost of the proposal

To be addressed at

the Request for

Tender stage

v 

Outline any foreign entities that have foreign influence over

the respondent & provide its Australian registration details

Credit Rating of company

Debt to equity ratio of proposal

Outline details of respondents presence in WA or plans to

establish presence in WA
V

Outline Australian Industry Participation Plan to use local

suppliers
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